
Capability Enhancement and Development Schemes 

SIBM Bengaluru has been offering the following capability enhancement schemes to the 

students. These schemes aim at helping the students to develop their personality and enable 

them to enhance their employability 

 

1. Awareness of Trends in Technology 

 

2. Soft skill Development 

 

 

1. AWARENESS OF TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY 

 

• Incorporation of technology related panels/speeches by industry experts in Alchemy -

The management conclave at SIBM Bengaluru 

• Guest lectures 

• Provision of access to Bloomberg which is financial database 

 

 2015-16 

 

Alchemy – The Management Conclave 

 

Alchemy, the Management Conclave, is the Conference and Events Committee’s flagship 

event. It is a conclave where seasoned minds from the corporate world share their insights 

with the students and was held on 11th and 12th of September.  

The theme for 2015 – Miles To Go… - was aimed at helping students understand from 

experienced minds in the industry how to prepare for their future based on lessons from the 

past; to help students in carving out their future paths and give them an inside look to the 

corporate world. 

 

Technology Related Guest Sessions 

 

 
 

2016-17 

 

Alchemy – The Management Conclave 

 

 

SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day 

management conclave that provides a quality platform for eminent speakers to share industry 



insights with students. This year’s theme for Alchemy was "Quo Vadis India?”. The event 

was held on 25th and 26th November 2016. 

 

Technology Related Guest Sessions 

 

 
Access to Bloomberg Terminal 

 

The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data 

vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other 

industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and 

analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform. 

Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during 

the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get 

placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An 

assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from 

recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst, 

equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market. 

Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide 

them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data. 

 

In order to achieve this objective SIBM Bengaluru entered into a contract with Bloomberg 

during the academic year 2016-17 to purchase one Bloomberg terminal. During the 

academic year 2017-18,7 more terminal were added Students could use these terminals for 

preparing for their SIP or final placement. 

 

    Bloomberg Champions Program (BCP) 

The Bloomberg Champions program module (BCP) is an annual offsite internship program 

that inducts nominated students from each institution. Over the course of the year, these 

students are trained to master terminal functionality to help their institution make the fullest 

of their relationship with Bloomberg. 

 

     Bloomberg Market Concepts(BMC) 

 

Bloomberg also had a module called Bloomberg Market Concepts(BMC). Bloomberg Market 

Concepts (BMC) is a 8-hour, self-paced e-learning course that provides an interactive 

introduction to the financial markets. BMC consists of 4 modules - Economics, Currencies, 

Fixed Income and Equities - woven together from Bloomberg data, news, analytics and 

television. The course is available online through the Bloomberg Institute website. 

 

Benefits of BMC Course 

• Supplement theoretical learnings with practical knowledge of the markets 



• Discover the Inner Workings of the Markets 

• BMC course completion certificates helps in resume enhancement for both SIP and 

Final placements. 

 

 

2017-18 

 

Alchemy – The Management Conclave 

 

 

SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day 

management conclave on 8th and 9th September 2017  which provided  a quality platform for 

eminent speakers to share industry insights with students. This year’s theme for Alchemy was 

"Vivartanam Bharate".  

 

In order to adapt to change, one needs to be aware of the change. In this era of information 

dominance, it is becoming important that we keep track of changes around us and their 

consequences at both macro and micro level.  

 

In the midst of the rapid changes brought about by revolution in information technology and 

the growing globalization, enormous economical as well as technological transformation is 

occurring in all spheres. The last two years have seen remarkable changes in India's 

development paradigm. With demonetization and GST being implemented, a majority of 

industries have undergone reforms. Significant progress has been observed in the technology 

sector, albeit at the same time, Indians are still in the process of accepting these changes.  

Vivartanam Bharate, aims at understanding the implications of these changes and embracing 

them with open arms. Vivartanam means “Transformation”. How these changes are going to 

significantly impact the various ongoing developments in the country and to what extent, is the 

topic of concern 

 

Technology Related Guest Sessions 

 

 

 
Access to Bloomberg Terminal 

 

The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data 

vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other 

industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and 

analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform. 

Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during 

the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get 



placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An 

assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from 

recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst, 

equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market. 

Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide 

them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data. 

 

2018-19 

Alchemy – The Management Conclave 

 

 

SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day 

management conclave  based on the theme “Redefining India”,where students get to witness 

comprehensive panel discussions and speeches from enlightened and experienced corporate 

minds.  

There have been profound shifts in Indian businesses and these shifts have not only impacted 

the 1.3 billion people of India, but the rest of the world as well. The government policies, 

foreign relations, technology, and analytics have helped in creating a sustainable competitive 

advantage for Indian companies. India is now one of the fastest growing economies in the 

world where technological innovations, a boom in big data, analytics and the strife for a 

sustainable future play a prominent role in driving it forward. Redefining India aims at 

addressing these changes and embraces them with open arms in order to thrive in these 

changing times 

 

Technology Related Guest Sessions 

 

 
Access to Bloomberg Terminal 

 

The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data 

vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other 

industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and 

analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform. 

Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during 

the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get 

placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An 

assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from 

recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst, 

equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market. 



Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide 

them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data. 

 

2019-20 

Alchemy – The Management Conclave 

 

Alchemy is the Annual Management Conclave hosted by Symbiosis Institute of Business 

Management, Bengaluru where seasoned minds from the corporate world share their 

experiences and insights with the students.The theme for Alchemy 2019 is India : From 

Vicious to Virtuous CycleWhen India gained the status of an independent nation 72 years 

ago, the country found itself as a technology infant immersed in poverty. Time and again, 

it has been challenged with numerous difficult situations, be it the political emergency of 

1975-1977, the 1991 balance of payment crisis, or the global recession of 2008. The journey 

of India evolving from an impoverished third world country to an emerging global 

superpower has not been a smooth one. Even today, as the country stands on the brink of 

entering a new revolutionary era, issues like widespread poverty, inadequate infrastructure, 

slow rate of capital formation and job creation for a population of 1.3 billion people are still 

holding back what otherwise is, one of the fastest growing economies of the world. 

Unless India frees itself from this vicious cycle it is in, emerging victorious in the upcoming 

era will be difficult. This raises the following questions: How should it manage its economy 

in a global environment of unstable and turbulent economies? How will it facilitate 

organizations to cross the chasm from being just businesses to harnessing the true potential 

of an innovative corporate structure, strong governance and varied culture? How should it 

leverage technology to reach and maintain an advantageous position over other countries? 

Very aptly the theme of Alchemy 2019 is India : From Vicious to Virtuous Cycle. 

 

Technology Related Guest Sessions 

 

 
2. SOFT SKILL DEVELOPMENT -TOASTMASTERS CLUB SIBM 

BENGALURU 

 

2018-19 

 

 The Toastmasters club operating at SIBM Bengaluru helps in soft skill development of 

the students. Toastmasters International is a world leader in communication and 

leadership development. The club was envisioned as a platform to provide students an 

opportunity to hone their public speaking skills and connect with corporates to share 

views, ideas and experiences. The Club meets once every week where members bring 



out the orators in them. Each meeting revolves around a chosen theme. Members 

regularly visit corporate & academic clubs in Bengaluru such as IIM Bangalore, Infosys, 

Wipro, Siemens etc. to participate in their meetings and network with academicians & 

corporates. This provides members with a diverse & well-rounded experience preparing 

them for corporate life ahead. 

 

            Toastmaster Club Major Achievements during 2018-19 

o Malhar Joshi, Winner of Impromptu speaking contest at Toastmasters Division 

meet, TCS Think Campus  

 

o Malhar Joshi, Second place in Toastmasters Area Level Impromptu speaking 

competition, Alliance University  

 

o Malhar Joshi, Winner of Toastmasters Club Level Speaking contest, CGI 

Toastmasters Club  

 

o Ronak Wani was selected as the Associate Area Director for Area I1 which 

comprises of the following clubs: Wipro Beats, Yokogawa India Toastmasters 

Club, Jinsei Dojo Toastmasters Club, Toastmasters of HP, Velankani 

Toastmasters Club and SIBM Bengaluru Toastmasters Club  

 

o Ronak Wani, Competent leader educational award  

 

o Ankita Saklani, 2nd Runner up in International Speech Competition, Division 

I, District 92  

o Ankita Saklani, 1st Runner up in International Speech Competition, Area I1, 

District 92  

o Aaliya Shaikh, 2nd Runner up in Humorous Speech Contest, Emparch 2019  

 

o Aaliya Shaikh, Farzad Patel, Sukanya Sengupta, 1st Runner up in Improv 

Contest, Emparch 2019  

 

 

2019-20 

Toastmaster Club Major Achievements during 2019-20 

 

• Aditya Lal Pandey, Kshitij Anand, Apoorv Verma won the final round of Tall Tales 

competition under EMPARCH 2019, a competition which includes three different 

segments (Presentation Mastery, Tall Tales and Humorous Speech) and teams from 

different states in South India take part in it. The team from SIBM Bengaluru stood 

first out of the 10 teams from different divisions that participated in the event.  

• Ankita Saklani won the Triple Crown award, an award given to a toastmaster for 

completing 3 levels in Pathways.  

• Ankita Saklani completed her pathway of Dynamic Leadership, by finishing all the 

levels with each level having 3-4 speeches depending on the objective of respective 

speech.  



• Seven out eleven of our club officers attended TLI (Toastmasters Leadership 

Institute), where executive committee members are trained on their respective roles 

and given an insight about the Toastmasters. It was held on 19th January in 

Bengaluru, which was the highest attendance in the area i1.  

• The club won the ‘Fast Five Award’ for getting five DCP (Distinguished Club 

Programme) points before December 2019. These are points given for persistent 

efforts by people in actively giving their speeches and attending meetings in various 

clubs.  

• Ten people have completed their level 1 and four have completed level 2 of their 

respective pathways.  

 


